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This paper describes the preliminary analysis
of LOFA (loss of flow accident) and LOCA (loss of
coolant accident) in the TIBER-II engineering test
reactor breeding shield. TIBER-II is a compact re-
actor with a major radius of 3 m and thus requires a
thin, high efficiency shield on the inboard side [1].
The use of tungsten in the inboard shield implies a
rather high rate of afterheat upon plasma shutdown,
which must be dissipated in a controlled manner to
avoid the possibility of radioactivity release or
threatening the investment. Because the shield is
cooled with an aqueous so^tion, LOFA does not pose
3 srojjieni as long as natural convection can se estab-
••s->ed. -3CA, nowever, nas more serious consequences,
oarticularly on the inooard side. Circulation of air
by natural convection is proposed as a means for dis-
sipating the inboard shield decay heat. The safety
and environmental implications of such a scheme are
evaluated. Tt is shown that the inboard shield tem-
perature never exceeds 510°C following LOCA posing no
hazard to reactor personnel and not threatening the
investment.

Introduction

Recently, the focus of safety in nuclear
power plants has been changing in response to public
resistance to plant construction. In the fission
industry the trend has been toward the so-called
"inherently safe" reactors [2,3,4], which rely on
natural properties of matter such as thermal conduc-
tivity and specific heat to achieve safety. An ex-
ample of an inherently safe reactor is one in which
the decay heat is absorbed by its components and is
ultimately radiated to the surroundings without ever
reaching dangerous levels of temperature. Although in
fusion, designing for inherent safety must at all
times be a goal, it is not always practical and for
economic reasons, may not even be desirable. A second
level of safety which may be appropriate for fusion is
"passive safety." This scheme also relies on natural
properties of matter but may also involve macroscopic
notion of matter such as a gravity flow cooling loop
actuated by a valve. Actuation, however, should be
without active engineering systems or positive actions
by reactor personnel.

In this paper we examine decay heat dissipa-
tion in the outboard and inboard breeding shields of
TI3ER-II, a compact tokamak engineering test reactor.
"he thickness allowed for the inboard shield necessi-
tates the use of tungsten for protecting the nagnets.
'ungsten has a high decay heat and a low specific
heat, making it impossible to be designed as inher-
ently safe. We have therefore proposed a passively
safe system for the inboard shield, utilizing natural
:i~ jlation if air through the cooling channels with
jlcimate discharge tnrougn a 10 n stacx. The outsoard
jnield wnich consists of oeryllium and steel has suf-
ficient thernal capacity to qualify as inherently
safe.

w3FA and LJCA Analysis

during normal reactor oDeration, a number of
operational transients nay occur when the "eactor
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undergoes an unsteady-state event, such as a power-
cooling mismatch. Such transients may be loss of flow
(LOFA) or loss of coolant (LOCA), the latter being the
more serious of the two. Analysis of this nature has
the purpose of insuring that such transients will not
pose undue hazards for reactor personnel and will not
threaten the investment. An important goal of this
design is that recovery from such an accident be
accomplished by purely passive means, i.e. that it be
done without active engineering systems or positive
actions from reactor personnel. The analysis assumes
that the plasma stays on for 10 seconds following the
start of a transient. During this time the transient
can be detected and the plasma auenched. Further, in
the case of LOCA, the assumotion is nade that the
coolant is lost instantaneously.

A LOFA transient occurs when a circulating
pump fails for some reason and the coolant ceases to
flow. Under normal conditions, a backup pump will
automatically kick in and operation will proceed
uninterrupted. In this design, the breeding shield is
cooled with an aqueous solution of UiNO3. Me have

made sure that the coolant lines are placed in an
orientation which will provide natural convection.
That is to say, the coolant inlets are always at the
bottom of the reactor, the outlets at the top and the
storage tank is located above the reactor. As' long as
there is a heat sink available, natural convection
will take place. Since afterheat in a reactor is
usually only a few percent of the normal heat load,
the heat sink can be in the form of a natural air
convection heat exchanger in series with the much
larger water/water heat exchanger which is the heat
sink during reactor operation. For such a system to
operate, there is no need for active measures, rather
the system becomes operational in a totally passive
mode.

In the case of a LOCA transient, the situ-
ation is more complicated. Such a transient is initi-
ated when a leak occurs in a coolant line and the
coolant drains out. Natural convection of the coolant
can no longer be counted on and some other means for
dissipating the decay heat must be found.

Figure 1 gives the specific decay heat gene-
ration in the outboard and inboard breeding shields,
as well as the sum of the two. It can be seen that
the specific decay heat in the inboard shield is an
order of magnitude greater on a volumetric basis than
the outboard. Further, the heat capacity of the out-
board shield is higher than the inboard and it there-
fore has a higher thermal inertia. In the next sec-
tions we examine each shield separately.

Outboard Shield LOCA Analysis

"he outboard shield consists of a 40 cm zone
of oeryllium peooles followed by an 32 cm zone of
steel pebbles as shown in the schematic in Fig. 2.
because this shield has such a hign heat caoacity we
iave decided to analyze •** initially jsiig si^ols
afliaoatic heatjo. *e assume t.nat the snie1;: 15
insulated on all sides and the aftemeat is aosorsea
?y simply raising the temperature of the shield.
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rig. i. Specific decay heat in T1BER-II. Fig. 3. Temperature history of outboard shield
following LOCA assuming adiabatic heatup.
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Fig. 2. Schematic of outboard breeding shield.

To calculate the temperature distribution in
the shield following a LOCA we derive the effective
thermal conductivity antj specific heat as functions of
temperature for the pebble beds, where the coolant is
replaced with air at one atmosphere. For pebble beds
with void fractions of 37.5%, the following relation-
snips have been derived:

'hermal Conductivity Specific -feat

3e 3ea 4.4 < 1C

Steel 3eDDle 3ed 4.4 x 10"

«nere T is in *C.

+ 3.496 1.384 T + 1940

3.263 0.314 T * 4Q4

Decay heat is calculated after 2.5 full power
years of operation and is available, as-a function of
the distance into the shield [5]. .Assiimiirg the plasma
stays on for 10 s, the maximum temperature of the

0.7 an thick first wall will reach 313°C. This tem-
perature equilibrates with the shield temperature very
quickly. The average temperature rise of the shield
during the 10 s burn is 16°C reaching an average value
of 38°C.

Figure 3 shows the temperature history of the
outboard shield following a LOCA assuming adiabatic
heatup. The temperature of the first wall reaches
250°C after 24 hours while the bulk of the shield
stays around 100°C. After one month, the first wall
temperature reaches 900°C. Clearly the assumption of
adiabatic heatup with insulated boundaries is very
conservative since in reality all the surrounding
structures will also warm up. We feel that there is
sufficient time before a high temperature is reached
to take some active measures.

Inboard Shield LOCA Analysis

Figure 4 is a schematic cross' section of a
segment of the inboard shield. It is 48 CT thicK,
composed primarily of machinable tungsten alloy (W-2
Kennametal) zones interspersed with coolant channels.
The tungsten alloy is in the fom of plates oriented
circumferentially and the coolant channels run verti-
cally traversing the shield from the bottom to the
top.

It is a fact of life that wnenever a neutron
shield is designed to be compact and highly efficient
it will have high decay heat. The volumetric specific

heat of the inboard shield is only 1.6 J/cnr K as
compared to 3.1 for the Be zone and 2.9 for the steel
zone in the outboard shield. The combination of these
*wo circumstances makes the LOCA sroblam for the in-
board sniald niuch more serious, ana adiaoatic neatuo
;s aut of tne auestion. There ara several solutions
that can De considered. One solution -is to allow the
TF coils to warm JO and tnus n'ssipata some or' the
decay heat. The heat caoacity of metals at low tem-
perature is quite low. If the TF coils were to absorb
all the decay heat generated by the inboard sriield in
the first 24 hours, they would reach in average tem-
perature of 420 K or 147°C. We can sea from fig. ;
that the decay heat starts to fall off after the first
24 '.hours. The specific decay heat at 48 hours is
-~ 64" of its value at 24 hours, Dut still is very
high. At best this scheme provides a reprieve of



Sc-enatic of inooard snield.

about 24 hours after which some active measure must be

undertaken. Another solution is to provide a 50 m^
auxiliary tank of water located above the reactor.
Ouring a LOCA, a rupture disc would burst and the
water would flow by gravity through the iriboard

shield. The latent heat of vaporization of the 50 m^
water would absorb the decay heat generated tn the
first 24 nours. Neither of these solutions provides
the long term decay heat dissipation which is needed.

The scneme that does seem to provide a long
term solution is that of circulating air through the
coolant channels in the inboard shield using natural
convection. For this scheme to work, air would have
to be admitted into the coolant lines on the bottom of
the reactor and after flowing through the shield, is
discharged through a stack 30-40 m high. The buoyant
force generated by the heated air rising through the
stack is sufficient to overcome the pressure drop
through the coolant lines and the shield channels.
Obviously, there • are some environmental issues that
must be investigated and they will be discussed later.

The code ATHENA [6], a one-dimensional ther-
mal hydraulics code developed at EG&G Idaho, was used
to calculate the temoerature history of the inboard
snieid. "he inooard shield is modelled as five heat
conducting siaos and five cooling ducts running ver-
tically between the slabs as shown in Fig. 4. The
outer periphery of the shield is assumed to be adi-
abatic and we assume no special distribution of decay
heat across any one zone. We also assume that the
coolant is 'ost instantaneously.

In the model, air at 300 K and atmospneric
oressure is admitted into the coolant lines at the
bottom of the reactor, is heated by the decay heat,
rises to the top of the shield through the coolant
channels exiting the reactor at the top through the
coolant lines and is 'inally discharged to the outside
"."roug" i 1.0 "i diameter stack 4Q i n^gh. rhe outside
air -5 assumed to 3e 30P < and one atmosDnere. "o
solve tne problem with ATHENA we had to assume the
existence of a downcomer equivalent to the stack in
tne system «ner= fn n°3} 'ire -nq iowncomer 's t".e
j~:?at outdoor-. ~he "iass C1ow -ate "n t*e ~owncoffien

•; "dentH *a! to :*e ~iass 'low -ate •- t-e ;tac< 3no
tie teriDeraturo is constant at J.JO '<.

The initial average temperatjre of the shield
after a 10 s burn with no cooling is 414 K. Figure 5
snows the average temperature of the five zones as a
function of tiiie. •Je can see that zone 2 is the hot-
test, reaching a -laxiiium average temperature of ?30 <,
or 507°C, a comfortaDle nargin lower than 500°C wnicn
is where the structural material will degrade. This
temperature is reached in 3.3 hours and stays constant
for another 3 hours after which it starts to decrease.
All the other zones peak at average temperatures < 756
K. With the exception of zone 5, a leveling off or a
downward trend in the temperature is observed after
6.7 hours into LOCA. Zone 5 which has the lowest
afterheat generation and the most cooling levels off
in 10 hours, reaching an average temperature of 380 K.

This analysis shows that there is an adequate
safety margin in the maximum temperature reached to
allow the incorporation of a filter at the point of
air discharge into the stack. Such a filter would
remove any solid particles which may be carried by the
air stream.

Safety Indications of Air Circ

There are primarily two safety concerns with
respect to the scheme of air circulation through the
inboard shield. They are: 1) potential for radio-
active release to the environment through the stack
and 2) consequences of air ingress into the reaction
chamber. In this section we attempt to address the
first issue and make some qualitative remarks about
the second.

The pathways identified for release of
radioactivity to the atmosphere are:

1. Corrosion product release
2. Tj release
3. Coolant activation product release
4. Mobilization of oxides.

The radioactivity values quoted here were taken from
Chapter 5 of the final TIBER-II [7] report. Table
5.2.3 in Ref. 7 gives the end of life value of 1.6 x

10' Ci as the radioactive corrosion product inventory

in 200" m^ of coolant, assuming that the products
remain in solution and build up with no removal during
the lifetime of the reactor. In actual fact, corro-
sion products are usually dissolved in the heated leg
of the coolant loop and plate out in the cooled leg
whicn is the neat excnanger. Corrosion oroducts from
austenitic steel consist of Ni, Cr and "in wnicn plate
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3'jt in fie "ar"! of interconnected dendritic crystals
/<nicn ir<* /erv iara ana "edacious, and not 1 ike'y to
ae rs'Dagea or c a m e s along <n a low velocity air
Sfeam. -urther, tie" inlet to tne sta« could be
jDSfean o* tMe neat sxcnanger and finally, *e nave
already Tientioned tnat a filter can oe incorporated at
the ;nlet to tne stack, thus negating these concerns.

To estimate the amount of Tj that can be

released following 10CA, we assume that all of it is
in the form of T20 or THO and we calculate the amount

of coolant which is likely to hang up on the coolant
channel surfaces after it is drained out. The surface

area of the coolant channels is 370 nr and if we
assume that 0.5 mm remains suspended on the walls, the

total /olume is 3.135 m . The total average Tj inven-
tory in 200 m 3 of coolant is 2 x 10 6 C1, thus the
faction remaining is 1350 Ci. This release would
amount to an of*site promot dose of 0.5 nSv. Similar-
',/, if «e assume tnat the coolant activation product,
I1J- :s in a dissolved form, the release of that would
amount to .006 TISV. The target off site prompt aose
for TIBER is 10 mSv [7].

The last pathway is due to mobilization of
oxides formed on the steel at high temperatures.
Figure 6, which has been taken from the T1BER-II
report [7], shows the fraction of the PCA oxide
inventory mobilized from the inboard first wall as
a function of temperature in 24 hours of exposure to
air. For the augmented PCA it shows that 1 mSv is
mobilized in 24 hours at 800°C and 10 mSv at 1100°C.
We have already shown that the maximum temperature
reached is < 510°C and no appreciable oxide mobili-
zation would be expected.

The issue of air ingress into the reaction
chamber is more complex and needs further investi-
gation. The major concern is a Li fire and oxidation
of the vanadium structure in some blanket test mod-
ules. For air to come in contact with Li, there must
be simultaneous breaches in the inboard shield first
wall and in a Li blanket test module during a LOCA.
For air to react with the vanadium, a breach in the
inboard first wall will be needed. To fully access
the proDlem, the likelihood of such simultaneous
events must oe determined and weighed against the
consequences of dealing with the LOCA issue in some
other way than what is proposed in this study.

Actuation of Air Circulation System

Some questions have been raised on whether
this air circulation system can be actuated passively.
We believe that it can with the use of heat pipes
and/or phase change pressure bulbs installed in the
inboard shield, comoined with some clever engineering.
If that is not possible, manually operated vent
natches can be designed with access from radiation
frae areas. Since the cooling does not nave to be
started immediately after LOCA, there will be time for
such action to oe t3ken, say within the first lour

Conclusions

It nas oeen snown that both 'nDoard and out-
ooars: oreeding snielas 'n tie T'.3£?,-ll reactor jr=
•"ner?ntly safe witn -esDect to LQFA and tne o'Jtooard
sme!.. witn --aspect to LOCA. The inboard shield ;an
De -nade oassv/eiy safe with respect to LOCA oy the jse
of air circulation through the coolant channels and
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Fig. 6. fraction of radioactivi ty !3HP) mobilized
from inDoard f i r s t wall oy 24 nour exposure
to a i r .

the radioactive release to the environment appears to
be within prescribed limits. There appears to be
adequate safety margin to incorporate a filter at the
discharge point to the stack. The implication of the
potential for air ingress into the reaction chamber
needs further study.
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